
SNPs in the genomic regulatory regions may affect:

Enhancer Activation: loss of TFs interaction or TFs recruitment.

Enhancer Selection: loss or association of LTDF

Alteration of timing or specific tissues activation

Long range interaction between genomic regulatory regions



How are SNPs studying in genome-wide manner? 





DEFINITION

AIM

1) Protein complexes

2) SE cell type-specific

3) SNPs linked to disease

in SE 

CONCLUSION



Murine Embrionic stem cells (ESC)

SOX2, Nanog, OCT4: transcription

factors that bind SE controlling

genes for mantained pluripotency



Mediator Coactivator Complexes and Master TFs are bound at Super-enhancers



Bioinformatic analysis for the definition of SE:

- Signal in proximity of the gene

- signal extended in the genomic regions that identify SE

- increased numbers of reads into SE respect to costituent, single

enhancer in the SE

- increased signal into SE respect to typical enhancer



Chromatin Immunoprepitation Binding Profiles at target genes

Transcription Factors

Specific Loci

Mediator Coactivator Complexes and Master TFs are bound at Super-enhancers



ChIP-seq signal across SE domains



Reads distribution in regions and constituents

(single enhancers into SE) (rpm/bp)



ChIP-Seq density on TFs binding sites



TFs motif enrichment are used to associate gene target 



Core Transcriptional Regulatory Circuit of ESCs



Super-enhancers are occupied by a large portion of 

the enhancer-associated RNA polymerase II



A large fraction of these enhancer cofactors 

are associated with super-enhancers



Model showing RNAPII, transcriptional cofactors, and chromatin

regulators that are found in ESC super-enhancers. The indicated proteins

are responsible for diverse enhancer-related functions, such as enhancer

looping, gene activation, nucleosome remodeling, and histone modification.



SUPERENHANCER SHARED BETWEEN SEVERAL CELL TYPES 



SUPERENHANCER SHARED BETWEEN SEVERAL CELL TYPES 



GENE ASSOCIATED TO SUPERENHANCER IN SEVERAL CELL TYPES:

GENE ONTOLOGY 



MASTER TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS IN SIX CELL TYPES 



SINGLE NUCLEOTIDE MUTATIONS LINKED TO DISEASE (GWAS) 

ASSOCIATED TO SUPERENHANCERS



SINGLE NUCLEOTIDE MUTATIONS LINKED TO DISEASE (GWAS) 

ASSOCIATED TO SUPERENHANCERS



Super-enhancers in Cancer
Genes associated with SE and involved in cancer progression



The super-enhancers formed in the MYC locus were tumor type specific 



Super-enhancers are associated with genes 

that act as hallmarks in colonrectal cancer



Methods to study Superenhancers:

From prediction of SE by ChIP-Seq to experimental validation



BACKGROUND

AIM

Super-enhancers (SE) 

Functional costituent units

Cancer cells SE target 

for oncogenic signalling

CONCLUSION







ACTIVITY OF SUPER-ENHANCER CONSTITUENTS 

IN SEVERAL GENOMIC LOCI



ChIP-Seq profile

Prdm14

promoter

ACTIVITY OF SUPER-ENHANCER CONSTITUENTS 



ENHANCER ACTIVITY OF SE CONSTITUENTS

IS SPECIFIC FOR ESC, COMPARED TO MYOBLAST



QUESTION: DO “SE CONSTITUENTS” ACT ADDITIVELY, 

SINERGISTICALLY OR EXERT A COMPLEX INFLUENCE?

E2 has high activity, E1 and E3 influence E2 activity



CONTRIBUTIONS OF SUPER-ENHANCER COSTITUENTS

TO GENE EXPRESSION IN VIVO



QUESTION: HOW DOES SUPER-ENHANCER COSTITUENTS

REGULATE GENE EXPRESSION IN VIVO?

METHOD: DELETION OF SPECIFIC GENOMIC REGIONS

TECHNIQUE: CRISPR/CAS9

ChIP-Seq DATA used to design

STUDY ON COSTITUENTS 

ENHANCERS

FUNCTION



In type II CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short

palindromic repeats)–Cas (CRISPR-associated) systems, the

endonuclease Cas9 associates with a dual-RNAguide structure consisting

of a CRISPR RNA (crRNA) and a trans-activating CRISPR RNA (tracrRNA) to

cleave double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) using its HNH and RuvC nuclease

Domains.

CRISP-Cas9
https://youtu.be/4YKFw2KZA5o



The Cas9 nuclease encloses the guide RNA and binds the structure with specific
interactions in a number of domains. Specifically, the REC1 and REC2 domains bind the
complementary region of the guide RNA, and eventually the guide RNA target DNA
heteroduplex upon DNA binding. Mutations to the REC2 domain causes a small decrease
in Cas9 activity, while mutations in the REC1 domain eliminate activity completely. The
Rec1 domain is likely essential for Cas9 activity because it binds the repeat/anti-repeat
duplex. The Protospacer Adjacent Motif (PAM) Interacting (PI) domain and RuvC
nuclease domain bind the stem loops on the guide RNA. Overall, the exact process of
guide RNA binding by the nuclease is unknown. However, a dramatic conformational
change upon binding has been shown to produce an activated Cas9 nuclease capable
of binding and cleaving specific sequences of double-stranded DNA



RNA-guided DNA recognition and cleavage strictly require the presence of a

protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) in the target DNA.



CONTRIBUTIONS OF SUPER-ENHANCER COSTITUENTS

TO GENE EXPRESSION IN VIVO

















OVERVIEW CRISPR-CAS SYSTEM APPLICATION



https://youtu.be/TdBAHexVYzc

What is CRISPR, 

its scientific and ethical impact?



CONTRIBUTIONS OF SUPER-ENHANCER COSTITUENTS

TO GENE EXPRESSION IN VIVO



LUCIFERASE ACTIVITY AND DELETION 

OF SPECIFIC ENHANCER



LUCIFERASE ACTIVITY AND DELETION 

OF SPECIFIC ENHANCER



IDENTIFICATION OF INTERACTION 

BETWEEN SPECIFIC COSTITUENTS ENHANCERS

DELETION OF E3 INDUCES EPIGENETIC MODIFICATIONS:

H3K27Ac reduction



SUPER-ENHANCERS ENRICHMENT 

OF TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS PATTERN



SPECIFIC MULTIPLE TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS BIND

SUPER-ENHANCERS

Hierarchical clustering of 20 transcription factor ChIP-seq binding profiles at

super-enhancer and typical enhancer constituents. A set of factors with binding

profiles similar to OCT4, SOX2, and NANOG is highlighted in green.
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WNT PATHWAY



TGF beta PATHWAY





TCF3, SMAD3, STAT3, regulated by oncogenic

pathways, bind constituent enhancers in SE.

No same pattern in randomized set of typical

enhancers.



Binding motifs for TCF3, SMAD3, and STAT3 and the

p values for their enrichment in super-enhancer

constituent enhancers in murine and human ESCs. The

motif of CTCF is not found enriched and serves as a

negative control.





Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) of gene

expression changes after manipulation of the Wnt, TGF-

b, and LIF pathways. ‘‘SE-genes’’ and ‘‘TE-genes’’

indicate genes associated with SEs and typical

enhancers, respectively.





ChIP-seq binding profiles for

H3K27Ac at the c-MYC locus in

colon and colorectal cancer

cells (HCT-116).

Wnt: V6.5 mESCs were cultured

in media containing 3μM IWP-2

(STEMGENT) for 24 hours prior

to transfection to suppress Wnt

signaling. Cells were then

transfected either in media

containing 3μM IWP-2 or in media

containing 50ng/μl recombinant

Wnt3a (R&D). Transfected cells

were incubated for 24 hours, and

luciferase measurements were

performed as described above.

SE function on c-Myc locus



Left: ratio of H3K27Ac in CRC (HCT-116) versus normal colon tissue used

densities at the union of SEs identified in the two samples. Right: metagene

representation of H3K27Ac and TCF4 ChIP-seq densities at the regions

corresponding to the top 100 acquired super-enhancers.





SEs in breast cancer cell lines



DISCUSSION





SEs characteristics

OCT4 binding in ESC

SE regulates transcription

SE chromatin interaction

SE role in oncogenesis

eRNA linked to SE

inflammation linked to SE







2015

2019
https://d1io3yog0oux5.cloudfront.net/_f40afe575865714f6435a44f
f4426eae/syros/db/306/1890/file/gene-control-final.mp4





DRUGS DISCOVERY FROM SYROS PHARMACEUTYCAL


